
Watson Township Zoning Board of Appeals  

Variance Request Hearing Meeting Minutes December 12, 2019 

 

Call to order – 7:00pm 

The purpose of this meeting was read by Chairman Jim Lautenschleger. 

1.  Roll Call- present: Jim Kelsey, Jim Lautenschleger, Troy Baker, Michelle Harris, John 
VanDyke.  Visitors: Heather Mitchell from PCI and Rick & Mary Mudget, Ken Cotes 

2. Board Member conflicts of Interest declare- none 
3. Approval of agenda- Motion was made by Michelle Harris to move New Business to 

before approval of minutes.  Jim Kelsey gave support; motion carried 
4. New business- set a date for Ken Cote & JoAnn VanVolkinburg variance request for 

February 4, 2020 at 7pm. 
5. Approval of minutes- Troy Baker made the motion to approve the minutes with name 

correction.  Jim Kelsey gave support; motion passed.  
6. Review of Public Notification- Heather Mitchell from Professional Code of Inspectors 

(PCI) affirmed that notification to all property owners within 300’ of said parcel #03-23-
200-017-00 and publication in the newspaper within 15 days prior to meeting was met.   

7. Comment from Rick & Mary Mudget- the request is for forgiveness of setback.  They 
brought Register of Deeds to show the lots on the lake.  They pointed out the old boat 
launch on the west side of the property and showed us pictures of what it looks like 
currently.  They stated that they hope to acquire that parcel someday.  The boat launch 
was originally for the properties across from the water/lake.  There’s been a new launch 
forged so the old one hasn’t been used recently.  The Mudgets indicated they desire to 
purchase a log cabin for the parcel.  If they set it up following the property lines, their 
view would be of the other houses.  They want to position the front of the house so it 
faces slightly away from the lake; not facing the houses across from the lake.  It would 
be more private.   Another reason for the desired positioning of the cabin is because of 
the existing septic and well.  There used to be a house on the parcel.   

8. Board discussion on the variance request- Jim Lautenschleger noted the property is in 
the shape of a quadrilateral trapezoid and that a house can’t be put up a different way 
than requested because of the current septic and well.  John VanDyke wonders if we 
have papers from the health department indicating that the current septic and well are 
sufficient for proposed home.  Heather Mitchell (PCI) handed documentation indicating 
that on September 23, 2019, they did approve of both systems being adequate.  Troy 
Baker asked for verification north side width is 58.33’ and lake side about 50 feet.  There 



was discussion pertaining to the placement of the home.  The observation was that if 
they placed it so there was the 7’ space on each side of the home in the biggest part of 
property, there’s still not able to meet the setback requirements.  Sec. 25.12 (a) causing 
practical harm & (c) regarding depriving the applicant of property rights were noted as 
points to support the applicant’s request.  Then, Michelle Harris asked about the square 
footage of the home and had they discussed with the builder adding a second story.  
Heather noted that the screened in porch is included in footage.  Jim Lautenschleger 
stated that with the loft and porch the square footage is over 1000’.  Michelle Harris 
observed that the lot was created in 1928 and our ordinance has caused an issue with 
their lot size being smaller than our minimum requirement.  That was not in the 
applicants’ control.  Troy stated that they turned a rectangle into a trapezoid by making 
7’ on one side and 3’ “lane” on another side.  Jim L recalled another case with the same 
trapezoid shaped property issue.  It was impossible to turn it square and meet the 
setbacks.  The corners were not in compliance; they needed relief of the corners of that 
property.  Troy wonders what would happen if east side of house was parallel on the 
property then how much would the west side be off? Or would it be over the property 
line? Jim L said the corners need to stay on property so they aren’t over the line.  John 
suggested a graph be drawn to see how much it would be over on the side.  As the West 
side is under request from variance, that means the North, South, East sides have to be 
in compliance.  We can’t do that because the East side has to be in the ordinance.  Jim L 
questions whether it’s even possible.  Troy stated that we could write the variance to be 
a minimum 3’ on West and 7’ on East.  We wondered if the old structure that was 
removed had been on a slab.  The Mudget’s indicated that it was removed before they 
bought the property. Heather Mitchell then gave us survey of the old house.  It showed 
it was on the property line.  Jim Kelsey asked the applicants what the stakes were for.  
They were laying out the home trying to make it fit on the property.  The fence post is 
the property line.  John inquired if the septic was big enough.  Heather said that Mary 
had spoken to Ben Williams at the health department.  It was affirmed that it is big 
enough.  Jim L mentioned relief was granted in the previous similar situation he talked 
about.  There was more discussion about the property being trapezoid shaped, the 
other similar situation and turning the house. Mary Mudget stated that they cannot turn 
the house because then it wouldn’t meet the lake setback requirement.   

9. Fact finding results-  
a. That the enforcement of the literal requirements of the Ordinance would cause 

practical difficulties- Troy stated that they would because they’re trying to fit a 
square house into a trapezoid parcel. Jim L added the detail of the property lines 
close in at ½’ on East side and 4 ½’ on the other, if they turn the home it would 
impinge on the property lines.  So, yes also because the trapezoid pinches the 



set back required on West side (15’ total) so house cannot be turned.  It would 
pinch the setbacks on front or back and septic and well.  All agreed it would 
cause practical difficulties.   

b. Special conditions or circumstances exist which are peculiar to the land, 
structures or buildings involved and which are not applicable to other lands, 
structures or buildings in the same zoning district- yes.  The unique shape of the 
parcel created in 1928.  Lot shapes and sizes with current zoning requirements 
are not possible with this size and shape property.  Does the variance request 
meet this factor? All agreed that it does.   

c. That the literal interpretation of the provisions of this Ordinance would deprive 
the applicant of property rights commonly enjoyed by other properties in the 
same zoning district- yes. It is difficult to meet the setback requirements.  Also, a 
variance was granted in the past for another applicant with a similar situation.  
Michelle noted that three sides cause an issue; old right of way, road and lake 
front.   

d. That the authorizing of such variance will not be of substantial detriment to 
adjacent or nearby lands, structures or buildings, and will not be contrary to the 
spirit and purpose of this Ordinance- yes it complies here.  John noted that a 
variance does not affect the West side because nothing will be bothered by 
building a home.  Also the road isn’t being used nor will be used for vehicles.   

e. That the special circumstances or conditions referred to in subsection (b) do not 
result from the actions of the applicant- yes this complies because it is not a 
result of the applicant.  It’s the unique shape of property determined in 1928.   

10. Motion- John VanDyke made the motion to approve the variance as written with the 
addition that a 7’ minimum on the East and 3’ minimum on West be maintained per the 
provided site plan.  Jim Kelsey seconded.   All in favor- yea, opposed- none.  Motions 
passed.   

11. Meeting adjourned- Motion to adjourn given by Jim K.  Seconded by Troy.   All in favor- 
yea, opposed- none.  Adjourned at 8:15pm. 

 

Michelle Harris 

 

Zoning Board of Appeals Secretary  

 


